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The Rise and Fall of the Victorian Three-Volume Novel
As a consequence, the magazine in particular and the circulating library in general do not foster the growth of the novel which reflects and reveals life. They directly tend to exterminate it by monopolizing all literary space.

—Thomas Hardy, “Candour in English Fiction” (1890)
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

For many students of Victorian fiction, the term “three-volume novel” conjures up the image of bulky and expensive books native only to the British Isles and the overly wordy and subplot laden texts they contained. The format served a large reading audience through the hundreds of circulating libraries which bought, rented, and sold fiction. Nearly, every canonical author of the period appeared in the ubiquitous format of three octavo volumes priced at one-and-a-half guineas, including first editions of Charlotte Brontë, Charles Dickens, George Eliot, Thomas Hardy, Margaret Oliphant, William Makepeace Thackeray, and Anthony Trollope. Several hundreds more obscure authors wrote the remaining novels, and another few hundred publishers sold them. The synergistic commercial and literary connections between the publishing format and circulating libraries, especially the largest Mudie’s Select Library and W. H. Smith and Son’s Subscription Library, have become popular wisdom in literary studies. Yet, the publishing format itself remains curiously underexamined. Even relatively basic questions are still unanswered, such as: how many three-volume novels were published, who wrote and published them, what were the economics of the format for both publishers and circulating libraries, why did the format last so long, and why did it end when it did? The latter question, at least, has one simple answer: the joint ultimatum from the two largest Victorian circulating libraries, Mudie’s and W. H. Smith, addressed to publishers in June 1894 calling for the end of the format. However, even the ultimatum does not completely
explain the long history or final end of the format. This study aims to address these questions and give a general cultural and economic history of the three-volume novel during the Victorian period.

When Scottish publisher Archibald Constable (1774–1827) published Sir Walter Scott’s novel *Kenilworth* in an edition of three octavo volumes at the eye-catching price of one-and-a-half guineas (£1.11.6) in January 1821, he could have little dreamed that he would set a publishing standard which would last three-quarters of a century. The publishing format of the three-volume novel or triple-decker began as one publisher’s calculated gamble but was eventually adopted by his rivals as the prestige format for new fiction aimed at middle-class readers. Prior to the 1820s, publishers issued novels in formats ranging anywhere from one to seven (and sometimes more) volumes in a set based mostly on the convenience or whim of the publisher. For instance, in the eighteenth century, canonical novels such as Henry Fielding’s *The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling* (1749) appeared in four or six volumes, Samuel Richardson’s *The History of Sir Charles Grandison* (1764) appeared in seven volumes and Frances Burney’s *Cecilia: or, The Memoirs of a Heiress* (1782) appeared in five volumes. Even by the end of the century, novels still frequently appeared in editions of five or more volumes in a set.1 As Peter Garside and Rainer Schöwerling show in *The English Novel 1770–1829* (2000), the early years of the nineteenth century witness a gradual shift toward three volumes as the most common set size for the novel.2 In the first decade of the 1800s, a novel was just as likely to appear in an edition of two, three, or four volumes. By the 1820s, nearly half of all novels appeared in an edition of three volumes, with corresponding declines in novels published in two, four, or more volumes. Of the 81 total new fiction titles published in 1829, 48 titles first appeared in a three-volume edition (59.3%). The shift did not escape the notice of readers: as novelist and reviewer Henry Mackenzie observed in 1821, “The mystical Number 3 seems in modern times to be worshipped… that being the common standard for the Number of Vols in which most of the favorite Fictions of the day are set forth.”3

Garside and Schöwerling attribute the rise of the three-volume novel to three factors. First, commercial considerations motivated publishers to curb larger set sizes for editions since their larger prices prevented individual sales—the price of the three-volume novel, in the view of publishers, was the maximum purchasers would pay, around 5s or 6s per volume—for instance, Jane Austen’s first novel *Sense and Sensibility* (3 volumes; 1811)
cost 15s for the set.\textsuperscript{4} Second, the shift to octavo volumes (with 8 leaves per gathering) from duodecimo volumes (12 leaves per gathering) progressed unevenly over the course of these years: novels overwhelmingly appeared in the latter format and more serious works (e.g., history or biography) utilized the former. The octavo format led to more imposing-looking volumes compared to the daintier-looking duodecimo volumes.\textsuperscript{5} Visually, at least, fiction and nonfiction looked noticeably different on the bookshelf of libraries, perhaps reinforcing the low critical regard for fiction during the Romantic period best illustrated by the Gothic fiction published by the Minerva Press in the smaller format. Last, the unprecedented success of Scott and his Waverley novels gave the three-volume format a cultural prestige that other authors and publishers quickly exploited. As many scholars have established, when Scott turned to fiction writing, he gave the novel genre a considerable critical and economic boost. Constable published each of his first four novels—\textit{Waverley} (1814), \textit{Guy Mannering} (1815), \textit{The Antiquary} (1816), and \textit{Rob Roy} (1818)—in three duodecimo volumes with prices ranging from 21s to 24s per set, a higher price but still the familiar format.\textsuperscript{6} With \textit{Ivanhoe}, published on 20 December 1819, Constable used three octavo volumes priced at 30s per set (or 10s per volume, twice the usual price), a format and price in line with works of history and biography, with higher-quality paper and type, and generally out of line for fiction.\textsuperscript{7} All of Scott’s subsequent novels came out in the octavo format and other novel publishers gradually shifted to the octavo format. A year later, Constable published \textit{Kenilworth}, thereby setting a standard for new fiction—octavo volumes at 10s 6d per volume—which would stubbornly persist to nearly the end of the Victorian period. A few short years later, nearly a third of the three-volume novels published in 1826 listed at this higher price and nearly all of the 45 triple-deckers published in 1829 did as well.\textsuperscript{8} John Sutherland, in his biography of Scott, rightly calls \textit{Kenilworth} “one of the most influential novels ever published in English,” a lasting cultural influence for an otherwise forgotten novel.\textsuperscript{9} By the 1840s, the three-volume novel became an established staple of British publishing with half as many two-volume novels produced and a score of four-volume novels. Despite periodic complaints from authors, publishers, libraries, critics, and readers, the format enjoyed continuous literary and financial success throughout the century. In fact, little outwardly changed in the appearance of a triple-decker between Scott’s \textit{Kenilworth} and the last three-volume novel, G. A. Henty’s \textit{The Queen’s
Cup (1897). The conventional story of the three-volume novel generally blames the circulating libraries—in particular Mudie’s and Smith—for encouraging their production. In economic terms, these large libraries exercised a monopsony control over the production of new fiction and created a negative feedback loop: because of high prices, only libraries could afford multi-volume novels; and because only libraries bought multi-volume novels, the prices remained stubbornly high. Accordingly, the developments of part-publication, cheap reprints, and serialization, for instance, have been seen as a means by which publishers worked around the libraries to directly reach the reading public. Throughout the nineteenth century, many critics lamented the fact that England was a book borrowing not a book buying society, for which the three-volume novel became the convenient symbol or target of their attacks. Other critics, such as George Moore, blamed the three-volume novel and the libraries for exerting an undue influence over the development and contents of English fiction—some scholars even laud Moore’s personal crusade against Mudie as partially responsible for ending the format. For these reasons and others, the three-volume novel has often been seen as a format perpetually under attack and in decline during the Victorian period, hounded by competitors, critics, and challenges from all sides. In this light, the libraries’ ultimatum in 1894 often gets presented as a quiescent act of acknowledgment by the libraries that the format had finally had its day. While this conventional story of the three-volume novel has some truth to it, as we shall see, the reality was much more complicated.

Though often mentioned in passing in literary histories or criticism of Victorian fiction, the three-volume novel format rarely garners scholarly attention on its own. In a 1957 article in *The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America*, Charles E. Lauterbach and Edward S. Lauterbach examined 105 Victorian three-volume novels in order to determine the typical word count, number of chapters, number of pages, and other statistics and found a broad range in text length: on average, the typical length of a three-volume novel ranged from 158 000 to 200 000 words with a few examples considerably shorter or longer. If anything, their analysis shows the flexibility of the three-volume format: short texts could be (and often were) padded out to fill the volumes (e.g., excessive chapter breaks, large margins, heavy leading), whereas longer texts could be shoehorned into its three volumes (e.g., smaller type, additional pages). Their work represents one of a handful of descriptive bibliographical treatments of the format which however do not address the marketplace conditions
for its existence. The three-volume novel figures largely in two literary histories published in the 1960s. Royal Gettmann’s *A Victorian Publisher: A Study of the Bentley Papers* (1960) dedicates a chapter to the three-decker in his history of the prolific and longtime publisher Richard Bentley and his son George Bentley. (As we shall see in Chapter 2, Bentley was the second-most prolific publisher of multi-volume fiction during the period.) Gettmann finds in Bentley’s agreements with authors that the publisher encouraged them to produce manuscripts to fit three octavo volumes of about 300 pages each with 25 lines of text per page. Some authors, he finds, struggled to meet such requirements. Gettmann observes that “a novel in three volumes commanded a substantially higher price than a shorter one” from Bentley which he attributes (without proof) to “pressure from the circulating libraries,” Mudie’s in particular, to produce them. He later undercuts this observation when examining some correspondence between Charles Edward Mudie and Bentley from the 1880s in which the former complains about the short circulating life of many of Bentley’s novels and pleads for a slowdown in the production of them. When Arthur Mudie took over from his father in the 1890s, he took a harder line with publishers such as Bentley culminating with the ultimatum in 1894. While Gettmann’s study is groundbreaking for its time, it relies primarily on anecdotes rather than larger quantitative data to support its argument. Guinevere L. Griest’s *Mudie’s Circulating Library and the Victorian Novel* (1970) devotes more space to the discussion of the three-volume novel in her study of the largest of Victorian circulating libraries. She observes, “Novels in three volumes were naturally good business for the circulating library” since at the rates of one guinea to borrow one volume at a time and two guineas to borrow three,

Mudie could circulate one three-decker to three separate subscribers, paying a total of three guineas a year, or an entire novel for two guineas to families or to those readers who were impatient for news of the outcome of the proposal to wait until the volume could be exchanged. Works in three volumes enabled the librarian to double or triple the profit he would have from a single-decker.

Because the business records of Mudie’s do not exist, she is unable to substantiate these claims that a three-volume novel bought for a discount produced a greater profit for the library than a corresponding one-volume novel. Griest spends more attention on the format’s effect on English
fiction: the libraries, as one of if not the chief distributors of fiction, served as de facto censors of literature, hence the “select” in Mudie’s Select Library. Thus, the three-volume novel format also imposed moral or content-based constraints on authors, especially in terms of sexual relations, that some authors such as Rhoda Broughton, Moore, and Ouida chaffed against. These attacks, in her view, contributed to the collapse of the three-volume novel culminating in the admission by Mudie that the format no longer paid its way.16 Both Gettmann and Griest, by each focusing on a single player in the three-volume fiction system, necessarily miss the larger dynamics of the publishing marketplace.17 Regrettably, both also lack any substantive quantitative data to support their claims.

In the subsequent decades, several scholars have discussed the three-volume novel from a cultural materialist or economic point of view which later became the vanguard for the new History of the Book field. But even within this broad field, approaches range from the empirical to the theoretical. Chief among the former approach, John Sutherland produced several works examining the Victorian fiction marketplace based on significant archival work. His book *Victorian Novelists and Publishers* (1976) examines the publishing history of several novels by exploring the interactions between the authors (Ainsworth, Dickens, Eliot, Hardy, Kingsley, Lever, Thackeray, and Trollope) and their publishers (Bentley, Blackwood, Chapman and Hall, Longman, Macmillan, and Smith, Elder) to show how their novels were “materially influenced by the publishing system, for good or ill” which includes contracts, editing, format, and serialization practices.18 Several of the books he considers appeared as two-, three-, or four-volume novels, and he traces how the influence of the publishing format pervaded the chain of production from libraries to publishers to authors. In a short article from the same period, Sutherland’s “The Economics of the Victorian Three-Volume Novel” considers the economics of the format based a handful of publishers’ accounts and argues that the three-volume novel persisted because it was “commercially safe.”19 His investigations culminated in *The Stanford Companion to Victorian Fiction* (1989; revised 2014): though mainly intended as a reference book, its 1606 author, genre, periodical, publisher, and title entries create a thorough economic, literary, and sociological literary history of the Victorian novel. As he writes elsewhere, “Despite fifty years of intense, academically-sponsored research into the form [of Victorian fiction], we still make do with only the sketchiest sense of the infrastructure of Victorian fiction—how the bulk of it was produced; who originated, reproduced, distributed
Eschewing the archival work of Sutherland, N. N. Feltes’s *Modes of Production of Victorian Novels* (1986) takes a much more theoretical approach to “understand historically the material conditions for the production of Victorian novels generally.” His five chapters, spaced at roughly twenty-year intervals, each examine one novel and one mode of production (part-publication, three-volume novel, magazine serialization, bi-monthly publication, and one-volume novel, respectively) in order to argue for “the importance of such details as format as being the concrete mediations of the historical in the production of novels, determining in complex ways the actual production of a particular novel and tracing themselves in its text and its own production of ideology.” The chapter on the publication of Thackeray’s *Henry Esmond* (1852) considers the three-volume novel. Compared to the part issue of Dickens’s *Pickwick Papers*, the publication of *Esmond* represents a pre-capitalist, petty commodity mode of production where “the dominant ideology of mid-Victorian publishing was that of the ‘commodity-book.’ The commodity which this whole system [e.g., publishers, libraries] was constructed to produce was the *book* rather than the *text.*” Whereas Dickens and his publisher anticipated the fully capitalist mode of production (producing what Feltes calls the “commodity-text”), Thackeray and Smith, Elder persist in continuing with the older, traditional format. Feltes pairs his discussion of Thackeray’s novel with a consideration of the Booksellers’ Question of 1852, an episode which pitted the major publishing houses (including Smith, Elder) against “free traders,” the two sides representing the pre-capitalist and fully capitalist ideologies, respectively. Feltes’s approach serves as a reminder of the myriad of ways Victorian fiction appeared; however, his five case studies focus on rather atypical examples despite his claim that “the canonicity of the novels [chosen] is irrelevant to [his] study of their production.” Inadvertently, his five chapters present a stately transition from the commodity-book (e.g., the three-volume novel) to the commodity-text (e.g., the 6s one-volume novel). His final chapter considers the end of the three-volume novel in the 1890s as “a radical transformation of the literary mode of production” in favor of the “capitalist publishers” without exactly explaining why it happened when it did and not earlier as may have been expected. In his follow-up study *Literary Capital and the Late Victorian Novel* (1993), Feltes considers the 1880s and 1890s in more detail as a tension between
traditional publishers (e.g., Bentley) and entrepreneurial publishers (e.g., William Heinemann) through an examination of several case studies such as the rivalry between romance and realist writers. But again, his theoretical level of analysis based on case studies ("moments") precludes any quantitative considerations or support for his claims.

Continuing in the theoretical approach, Lee Erickson’s *The Economy of Literary Form* (1996) argues that economic considerations, such as marginal utility, help explain the prevalence and popularity of certain genres of literature at certain times:

> It would appear that when the cost of books is high, readers will prefer a work in a literary form which will provide the most pleasure upon rereading and has the most satisfying verbal texture. Conversely, when the cost of books is low, readers will care less about the pleasure of prospective rereadings and prefer a work in a genre that gives the most immediate pleasure.\(^{27}\)

As an example of the former situation, the sales of poetry flourished in the early years of the 1800s, a time of expensive books due to the war with France, since poetry bears rereading (that is, it continues to yield positive marginal utility) due to its relatively higher literary complexity. In a chapter considering Austen and the economics of novel reading, Erickson argues that circulating libraries and the three-volume novel “reflected the relatively low marginal utility of rereading novels for contemporary readers, the general view that novel reading was a luxury” available only to wealthy readers who could afford to buy or subscribe.\(^{28}\) In his view, libraries “effectively pooled the demand of many people for books only a few could afford” and thus facilitated the consumption of otherwise expensive fiction by middle-class readers, especially women.\(^{29}\) Fiction, due to its format and distribution, gained a reputation as ephemeral: books to be borrowed, read once, and returned. In another chapter on marketing the novel, Erickson considers the use of part-publication, cheap editions, inexpensive one-volume editions, and serialization as attempts by publishers to sell fiction directly to readers by opening up new markets and audiences. That most of these attempts to lower the cost of fiction only succeeded with already popular novelists or outright failed confirms his claim about the low marginal utility of fiction—readers preferred the steady stream of new novels from the libraries rather than buying or owning them. Erickson’s study helps explain the Victorian view that England
was a book borrowing country: why should readers buy an expensive (or even less expensive) novel to be read only once? However, despite the economic focus of his approach, he utilized little to no actual economic data to support his claims, whether publisher or library records, that fiction was produced and consumed in such a way.

In the last twenty-five years, most research on Victorian publishing history generally and the novel in particular has heeded Sutherland’s call for more empirical research in the writing, publishing, distribution, and consumption of fiction. Broadly speaking, the development of the History of the Book as an academic field has fueled the attention paid to the Victorian production of fiction. Robert L. Patten’s *Charles Dickens and his Publishers* (1978) uses contracts, correspondence, and publishers’ ledgers to trace the market forces shaping the production and consumption of Dickens’s works in the Victorian period from serials to first issue to reprints to collected editions. Simon Eliot has produced a number of works utilizing a quantitative approach to Victorian publishing, chief among which is *Some Patterns and Trends in British Publishing, 1800–1919* (1994). In it, using statistics from the *Publishers’ Circular* and other contemporary sources, he traces the steady, if not exponential, growth in the number of books published in the British Isles over the long nineteenth century. Additionally, he tracks the simultaneous rise of fiction as the dominant genre in British publishing and general decrease in the price of books in the marketplace. Such data confirm the anecdotal observations of many Victorians themselves and later scholars. Following his lead, Alexis Weedon’s *Victorian Publishing: The Economics of Book Production for a Mass Market, 1836–1916* (2003) examines the publishing records of a dozen publishers to trace the growth of publishing and the diversity of books produced during the period. In particular, she concentrates on the development of a mass market—selling a large number of inexpensively priced books—in the shadow of the expensive three-volume novel and library system. As her chapters on Wilkie Collins and Ouida show, many of these cheap books were reprints of library novels.

The business practices of the circulating libraries have garnered more attention since Griest’s study of Mudie’s. Eliot, in three articles, has himself addressed several interrelated issues relating to the libraries’ financial success. In “The Three-Decker Novel and its First Cheap Reprint, 1862–94” (1985) and “Bookselling by the Backdoor: Circulating Libraries, Booksellers and Book Clubs 1876–1966” (1995), he considers the chief complaints of the libraries toward publishers in their ultimatum: that is,
the appearance of cheap reprints of three-volume novels affecting their circulation profits and re-sale market. In the former article, Eliot samples a number of titles to find that the first reprints of three-volume novels varied widely in price (ranging from 2s to 6s) and time of issue (from a few months to a few years) but generally the “premature issue of cheap first reprints” of the popular authors he examines (for instance, Braddon, Ouida, and Wood) had become “commonplace” by the 1890s. 31 Eliot’s second article considers the business model of Mudie’s Select Library and W. H. Smith and Son’s Subscription Library (whose records partial survive) and argues the libraries depended significantly on sales of no longer needed copies of three-volume novels to bolster their bottom lines, “an activity which frequently determined the difference between a profit and a loss.” 32 This re-sale business depended on the initial (and lasting) popularity of the title and the potential competition with cheap reprint editions. Tellingly, Smith’s library posted a loss in 1893–1894, the period immediately preceding the ultimatum—more than a coincidence in Eliot’s view—which serves as an immediate motivation for the libraries’ ultimatum. A third article by Eliot, “Fiction and Non-Fiction: One- and Three-volume Novels in Some Mudie Catalogues, 1857–94,” finds that the library’s stock depended heavily on fiction and on the three-volume format in particular, thus adding evidence to the close relationship between the libraries and this particular publishing format. 33 Stephen Colclough’s article “‘A Larger Outlay than any Return’: The Library of W. H. Smith and Son, 1860–1873” (2003) also examines the Smith records to track the development of the library to its establishment as a profitable enterprise by the 1870s. In particular, he untangles the details surrounding a potential partnership between Mudie and Smith that floundered before Smith decided to start his own independent library. 34 David Finkelstein’s article “‘The Secret’: British Publishers and Mudie’s Struggle for Economic Survival 1861–64” (1993) uncovers the details of how several major publishers—including Blackwood, Hurst and Blackett, Longman, John Murray, and Smith, Elder—combined to financially prop up Mudie’s after “over-expansion and private extravagance led to near-bankruptcy.” 35 Ultimately, self-interest motivated the publishers to keep Mudie’s in business, both to recover the monies owed to them and to ensure the continued existence of their chief means of book distribution. These works and others on the circulating libraries build significantly on Griest’s work and illustrate complex inter-connections between publishers and libraries in the Victorian period. 36
Utilizing publishers’ archives when existing, scholars have furthered our understanding of the Victorian publishing business, especially as it relates to the fiction marketplace. Several recent studies have focused on Victorian publishers. Leslie Howsam’s *Kegan Paul, A Victorian Imprint* (1998) chronicles the development of the specialist publisher which began as the minor publisher Henry S. King. Peter Newbolt’s *William Tinsley* (1831–1902): “Speculative Publisher” (2001) focuses on one of the major fiction publishers of the mid-Victorian period: though Tinsley’s records sadly do not survive, Newbolt marshals numerous contemporary sources in his history. Finkelstein’s *The House of Blackwood: Author-Publisher Relations in the Victorian Era* (2002) draws on the largely complete Blackwood archives to trace authorial contracts and sales. These works and others show, to use Sutherland’s words, the shaping influence of contracts in the production of fiction. In addition, some scholars have concentrated on a single author or novel, such as Patten’s *Charles Dickens and His Publishers* mentioned above. Peter L. Shillingsburg’s *Pegasus in Harness: Victorian Publishing and W. M. Thackeray* (1992) examines Thackeray’s career from literary dilettante to hack to professional through his interactions with his publishers in order to determine the how the market shapes an author (or vice versa). Linda H. Peterson’s *Becoming a Woman of Letters* (2009) shows through the careers of several women authors, notably Charlotte Brontë, Margaret Oliphant, and Charlotte Riddell, how they navigated the literary marketplace, especially how they achieved both financial and critical success. This work reminds us that gender and class also affect the production of literature. More recently, several works discuss the impact of the three-volume format on individual authors, including Pierre Coustillas’s *The Heroic Life of George Gissing* (3 parts, 2011–2012), Graham Law and Andrew Maunder’s *Wilkie Collins: A Literary Life* (2008), and Andrew Nash’s *William Clark Russell and the Victorian Nautical Novel* (2014). All three authors—Collins, Gissing, and Russell—proved prolific authors of three-volume fiction and all had marked success with the format, though Gissing is perhaps best known for his criticism of the format in his (three-volume) novel *New Grub Street* (1890). Several edited collections of essays also attest to the interest in Victorian publishing history, such as John O. Jordan and Robert Patten’s *Literature in the Marketplace Nineteenth-Century British Publishing and Reading Practices* (1995), Elizabeth James’s *Macmillan: A Publishing Tradition from 1843* (2002), and Finkelstein’s *Print Culture and the Blackwood Tradition 1805–1930* (2006). All of these works (and
many more not mentioned here) take both the literary and the economic as determinatives of value and see the production of books as a part of a larger cultural production.

This study of the history of the three-volume novel builds on these earlier works. Whereas some have examined the literary form of the triple-decker, none have attempted a comprehensive study of the format as a literary and economic product. To that end, this study begins with a general bibliometric overview of the format before turning to the economics undergirding their existence, from both the publishers' side and the libraries' side. Then, it will turn to the end of the three-volume novel, especially the development of alternatives deliberately positioned in the marketplace to serve as direct rivals to the library novel. In particular, the new romance and series publication will be considered as key to establishing England as a book buying instead of book borrowing market.

Chapter 2 takes a quantitative approach to the three-volume format to determine statistics for their overall production during the Victorian period. Based on the data collected in the digital humanities project *At the Circulating Library: A Database of Victorian Fiction, 1837–1901* (2007–present), basic questions can now be answered about the format, including how many multi-volume novels were produced, who wrote them, and who published them. Continuing the bibliographical work of Gar-side, Shöwerling, and Anthony Mandal, the data show a steady increase in the overall number of two- and three-volume titles published during the century, up to and including the year of the libraries’ ultimatum. On the surface, then, the expensive format seems much more successful than many previous scholars have thought—perhaps representing a quarter of all fiction titles published during the years of its existence. Looking further into the numbers, the data show at any one time a relatively small number of publishers dominate the production of multi-volume fiction, even though some 200 publishers produced at least one title. Some 2200 identifiable authors wrote at least one multi-volume title, but a smaller number of authors, about 400, wrote the majority of titles. Margaret Oliphant herself contributes 10 two-volume novels and 61 three-volume novels during her long career. As we shall see, such prolificacy extended to both men and women authors, but women authors did pen the majority of multi-volume titles, dominating the last quarter of the nineteenth century, giving some credence to Gettmann’s droll definition of a three-decker as “a novel written by Mrs. Henry Wood, Mary Elizabeth Brad-don, Rhoda Broughton, or Ouida.” 38 In addition, the data show nearly